Case study

Landscape helps RAA achieve record growth
in its gross written premium revenue
Delivering greater underwriting control, improved product design and deployment, and a
joined-up view of customers across all areas of the business
Results:
yy

Record GWP revenue growth within two
months of Landscape going live

yy

15 per cent improvement in service
efficiency, with 27,000 fewer motor claims
service calls annually

yy

46 per cent reduction in underwriting and
distribution support costs

yy

Time spent training new staff cut by 680
days a year

yy

No additional staff employed despite the
increase in GWP revenues

Landscape delivers:
•

A modular solution for all areas of
insurance including policy and claims,
accounts, rating and MI

•

Service-based interface layer allowing
access to the policy and claims modules
from external, web-based applications

•

Configurable platform providing end-to-end
administration for any size of business

•

Instant efficiencies and cost savings

•

Powerful anti-fraud tools

•

Support for all sales and distribution
channels

•

Ease of transition – modular or ‘big bang’

•

Microsoft Office-based interface

•

The ability to provide enrichment feeds to
the Polaris RTE

•

Real-time performance monitoring

“RDT presented a compelling business
case unmatched by its competitors. The
transparency with which RDT operates is
refreshing and instils tremendous confidence
in both the people and the products.”
— Ian Stone
Group Managing Director, RAA

www.rdt.co.uk

Background: business as usual
but better
South Australia’s Royal Automobile Association had to act
fast when, after a buy-out agreement from a joint venture,
it needed to transition to a new insurance administration
system within 24 months.
Given this time constraint RAA had to have confidence
in its chosen new solution from day one, as there was
no margin for error or delay. The brief was daunting – a
complete migration to a new system on time and on budget
in order to ensure business continuity.
After an extensive review of the market, RAA selected
RDT as its provider. RAA was impressed by the software
vendor’s insurance credentials and its collaborative
approach, and the functionality, flexibility and ease of use of
its Landscape insurance administration system.

The customer challenge: replace
and revitalise
More than simply replacing its existing legacy system,
which was a contractual obligation, RAA wanted a solution
that would accommodate both its current and future
business needs.
Specific requirements included:
•

Improved usability, efficiency and production for new
business, claims, renewals and policy adjustments

•

Conformance with current industry standards and
reporting needs

•

Flexibility for configuration and management by
business users

•

Ability to add new group-wide annuity products and
accelerate speed to market

•

Integration of RAA Road Service product and data in
order to deliver a single customer view

•

ROI optimisation by leveraging existing RAA
technology licensing, platforms, capabilities and skill
sets
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The RDT solution: integrate,
automate, rejuvenate
Working in partnership with RDT, RAA implemented the
RDT Landscape solution on time and on budget.
RAA’s Group Managing Director Ian Stone said: “RDT
presented a compelling business case unmatched by its
competitors. The transparency with which RDT operates
is refreshing and instils tremendous confidence in both the
people and the products.”
With 200 users now using Landscape, feedback from staff
has been hugely positive. Thanks to the intuitive nature
of the system users have found it easy to adapt to, but on
top of that they have been enthused by the capabilities it
offers them. Landscape’s extensive workflow management
functionality has helped RAA replace its unwieldy manual
processes with more efficient automated processes.
As a result human error has been virtually eliminated,
two-stage referrals removed from the process and the
administrative workloads of the staff reduced. This has
increased productivity, giving staff the freedom and
opportunity to do more, but it has also had the knock-on
effect of helping staff feel more motivated and enjoying
higher levels of job satisfaction. Customers benefit from
this too, as staff now have more time to focus on areas
requiring human input and decision making, providing
further added value to customers.

Greater control
Implementing Landscape has also given RAA greater
underwriting control. Using Landscape’s comprehensive
rating engine, underwriting rules are now managed in
tables visible to the product team, unlike the previous black
box system where rules were not easy to access and were
very costly to change.
These rules are now RAA specific, meaning that products
can be cloned, modified or redesigned quickly and easily
by the business users, giving RAA the flexibility to respond
promptly to changes in market conditions.
A major pillar of RAA’s growth strategy is a single view
of the customer. As a client-centric system, Landscape
enables RAA to view all policy, claims, accounts and quote
details from one single screen.
Moving all its membership and client records onto
Landscape has also allowed RAA to link multiple products.
The single view not only helps RAA’s customer service
staff, but it allows its retail consultants to better identify
and act on cross-sell opportunities. As a result, RAA has
seen an increase in GWP revenues – in particular for those
products considered minor – as customers are now offered
a better-informed range of product options.
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Key benefits
Since implementing Landscape, RAA has seen significant
improvements across a number of areas of the business.
These include:

•

Better sharing of data:
Insurance and Marketing access the same suite
of reporting tools, driving improved quality of
information for customers

•

More effective customer onboarding:
The Landscape implementation included a consumer
website that enables quotation and policy activation
for insurance products with real-time integration into
Landscape

•

Integration with third party systems:
Making it easier to generate claims, automotive
repairs notification and road service membership

•

Accurate, detailed management information:
Quicker and more detailed analysis of portfolio
performance at the customer segment level
(including win rates, retention and claims experience)
helps to identify pricing opportunities to improve
portfolio growth and/or profitability

•

Increased visibility and control:
Having improved access to the underwriting rules
provides the business users with the control and
flexibility they need to respond quickly to market
conditions, modifying existing products when needed
and bringing new products to market promptly

Ian Stone says: “The functionality and business benefits
delivered by Landscape, and the energy and commitment
of the RDT team, have enabled us to deliver on our
contractual obligations. Landscape is now the mainstay of
our business and puts us in a strong position to serve our
customers well into the future.”

An award-winning solution

“The functionality and business benefits
delivered by Landscape, and the energy and
commitment of the RDT team, have enabled
us to deliver on our contractual obligations.
Landscape is now the mainstay of our business
and puts us in a strong position to serve our
customers well into the future.”
— Ian Stone
Group Managing Director, RAA
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In recognition of the company’s efforts, RAA won a Fourth
Annual Celent Model Insurer Asia 2014 Award in the Policy
Administration category. The award entry showcased the
company’s deployment of Landscape and was selected
as a Model Insurer Asia component in particular because
it demonstrated optimisation of infrastructure, automation,
STP and system integration.
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